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Cutin synthesis in plants.

I. Free fatty acid movement during cutin

synthesis in injured Gasteria verrucosa

leaves
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Botanisch Laboratorium, Universiteit Nijmegen

SUMMARY

The alterations of the amount of free fatty acids (fFA) in Gasteria leaves was followed after

applicationof a wound at the tip of the leaves in three segments of the recovering leaves. The

studies were done with the injured leaves left on the plant (in situ), or with leaves that were

cut at the base and kept under standard conditions (detached). In both cases the fFA concen-

tration at the front segment with the wound surface, the second area, directly adjacent to the

wound region, and at the center segment of the leaves was determined in successive time in-

tervals.

Under in situ conditions fatty acids are transferred from the intact leaves to the wounded

one, leading to vast oscillations of the fFA level in the center region. At the front and near-

front segments, recovery starts after a very steep decrease of fFA concentration due to wound

respiration.

Under detached conditions recovery starts with a decline of the fFA concentration in the

entire leaf as a result of wound respiration. A sharp increase in protein synthesis occurs

simultaneously in the front segment. Protein synthesis in the near-front and center region

starts later, leading to a stimulation of FA synthesis in the center part, which was found to

be the main site of FA production. The fatty acids are transferred via the near-front segment

to the wound surface, where the initial fFA level is reached after four days. At the fifth day

the fFA in the front segment start to polymerize, thus initiating the formation of a new cutin

layer, while simultaneously FA production in the center region reaches its maximum level.

Once the formation of the protective layer has started, both FA and protein synthesis return

to anormal level.

The FA productionwithin the center part ofthe leaf, the transport through the near-wound

segment and the FA consumptionat the front part with the wound surface can be seen more

clearly with detached leaves than under in situ conditions, where FA translocation from intact

leaves interfere with the reactions occurring in the wounded leaf.

1. INTRODUCTION

The biosynthesis of cutin in plants has been studied in recent years from a

morphological as well as a physiological point of view. The morphological
results obtained by Bolliger (1959) with immature Philodendron-leaves have

revealed that the de novo synthesis of cutin involves the migration of lipid

droplets towards the surface, where polymerization to cutin occurs. The end

product was shown by electronmicroscopical studies to consist of lamellated

tightly packed material (Sitte & Rennier 1963). The physiological studies of

James & James (1940) with isolated barley embryos demonstrated that oxygen

partakes in the process of cutin synthesis. Our studies have been concerned with

the re-synthesis of cutin on wound surfaces after artificially applied injuries on
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2. METHODS

In these experiments with Gasteria verrucosa plants the general outlines of our

former methods, used for studying the recovery process after artificial injury

of Gasteria leaves (Heiken & van den Brand 1963), were applied.

For the in situ experiments plants of the same age, with 7 to 9 leaves were

used, and kept under standardised conditions. Two leaves per plant of almost

equal length and breadth were cut 4 cm from the tip, yielding a wound surface

ofabout 0,8 cm
2. Under detachedconditions the leaves were cut from the plants

at their base to a length of 10-12 cm. With separated leaves cut shorter than

3-4 cm, no formation of a new cutin layer was found at the wound surface,

which instead remained moist for several days. Cutin formation is obviously

prevented by the high water content which is maintained at the wound surface

as a result of excessive water transport in the short leaf torse. The separated

leaves were placed in small containers with 0.5 cm water covering the bottom.

The wound was applied by cutting off the tip of the leaf (4 cm) as under in situ

conditions.

For the analytical determinations at certain time intervals during recovery,

segments were cut from the leaves at three different places: the front region

with the wound surface, a segment directly adjacent to the front part, and the

center region (see schematic representations inserted in the figures). The inner-

most segment of the removed tip was used for the determination of reference

values (part 1). Segment (2) was the one with the recovering wound surface,

part (3) the segment directly adjacent to the wound area, and segment (4) was

taken from the center of the leaf. The breadth of the segments cut from the

leaves at the positions indicated varied between 0.5 and 1.0 cm, in order to give

samples of similar volumeand weight.

Extractions of the separated segments were carried out with a small Soxhlet

plant leaves (Heinen & van den Brand 1963). We were able to show that

the activity of fatty acid oxidizing enzymes (stearic oxidase and lipoxidase)

markedly increases in injured Gasteria leaves during the period of recovery.

Since the determination of enzyme activity represented an indirect approach

to the metabolic variations of the fatty acids that eventually lead to the forma-

tion of cutin, we decided to re-investigate the problem in a different manner.

The highly sensitive colorimetric determination of fatty acids developed in this

laboratory (Heinen & de Vries 1966) gave us a tool to follow the alterations

of fatty acid concentrations, i.e. the substrates of the enzymes we had determin-

ed before.

In order to obtain information concerning production and transport of the

fatty acids after injury of the leaves, the fatty acid concentration in three seg-

ments ofthe leaves was determined during defined timeintervalsafter injury. The

present communication deals with the alterations of free fatty acid concentra-

tions in individual segments of the leaves after injury, and the movement of

these substances within the differentparts of the leaves during recovery.
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apparatus, using small containers of 100 mm length and a diameter of 40 mm.

The leaf segments were cut into small pieces acidified with 0.5 ml 2NHC1 and

placed in the container. Syphon and roundbottom flask were filled with 7 ml

of double distilled chloroform each, and heated to boiling. The temperature

was kept in such a way as to allow the chloroform to be syphoned off every

ten minutes. After the first syphoning the extraction was continued for another

60 minutes, which had been found experimentally to be sufficient for total

extraction. When the extraction was completed, the chloroform was collected,

its volume measured and 2 x 4 ml were then used for free fatty acid determin-

ations. The extracted plant material was collected and used for the dry weight
determinations.

The free fatty acid determinations were done in duplo, following the colori-

metric method of Heinen & de Vries (1966). The values obtained by this meth-

od were calculated according to the total volume of chloroform measured after

extraction, and the dry weight ofthe extracted material.

Protein determinations were done according to the biuret method in water

extracts of freshly cut segments. To avoid interference of carbohydrates, the

protein was flocculated from the water extract by ammonium sulfate addition

and taken up in a suitable volumeof water.

3. RESULTS

In order to mark the starting position for these experiments, we first determined

the distribution of free fatty acids (fFA) within untreated Gasteria leaves. Ac-

cording to the data obtained, the fFA are quite evenly distributed, leveling off"

from the tip to the bottom of the leaf (fig. 1), if the dry weight is taken as a

reference value. If the fFA content is given in terms of peg free fatty acids per

mg protein, a slight increase is found in the second quarter of the leaf, followed

by a minimumwithinthe third quarter.

In the first experiment with injured leaves, all determinations during the

recovery period were expressed as jag fFA/mg protein (fig. 2) According to

these values, the front part with its recovering wound surface (segment 2) shows

a sharp decrease of the fFA concentration during the first four days, followed

by a slow but steady increase during further recovery. In segment (3), the area

closest to the wound region, the decrease is less pronounced. In the center seg-

ment (4), which is not directly affected by the injury, the deviations from the

normal level show an upward tendency. The decrease of fFA in the wound-

(2) and near-wound-area (3) could of course be dueto an increased oxidation of

substrates as a result of wound respiration (Eberhardt 1960).
As an example for other alterations occurring after injury, we checked the

protein concentration in the corresponding segments of the leaves (fig. 3), and

found a marked increase in all three parts shortly after wound application. It

was most pronounced in the wound area (segment 2) with a maximum after

three days. In segments (3) and (4) the amount of protein also increased,

reaching a lower maximum after five or six days. In all three segments the
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Fig. 2. Alterations ofthe free fatty acid concentrations in

three segments of the leaves during 10 days, after

cutting off the tips at zero time. All values given

as deviations from the starting concentration at

t
0 (solid zero line). Segment (2) is the one with

the wound surface, part (3) the adjacent near-

front segment, and segment (4) the center region

at about 4 cm distance from the wound surface

(see inserted sketch). Segments at these locations

were cut and extracted at times indicated. Seg-

ment (1) was used as a reference for the fFA con-

centration at zero time.

Gasteria verrucosa. given in

micrograms per gram dry weight (solid blocs), or as micrograms per milligram pro-

tein (broken blocs). The vertical arrow (A) marks the position where the tips of the

leaves were cut, to obtain the wound surface; arrow (B) indicates where the leaves

were separated from the plants for the detached experiments. The horizontal arrows

show where the segments were cut for extraction and protein or fatty acid determina-

tions.

Fig. 1. Distribution of free fatty acids within intact leaves of
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protein concentration dropped below its starting level eight days after wound

application. The two front pieces then return to a protein level just above the

starting concentration, while the center segment again rises to a relatively high

level.

Though these results show that intense protein synthesis occurs after injury,

they reveal on the other hand that the protein contents does not suit as a

reference valuefor the fFA determinations.In all further experiments the results

are therefore expressed in p.g fFA per g dry weight, thus also avoiding the

difficulties which would arise with seasonal alterations of the protein concen-

trations in the plants.
The in situ experiments, in which the leaf tips were removed and the plants

then left under standardised conditions for the following weeks, revealed that

the main alterations in the three segments occurred within the first two weeks

after injury (fig. 4). The front segment with the recovering wound surface

again shows a decrease in fFA concentration during the first four days, and a

steady increase starting after a second minimum at the seventh day. Segment

(3) gave a small increase during the first two days after injury, followed by a

very steep decrease until the fourth day; the amount of fFA then increases

again. At the seventh day starts a decrease that continues through the following

week, but after 14 days the fFA concentration remains constant on a level of

about 110peg below the starting concentration.

The most pronounced alteration occurs in the center part (4), with oscilla-

tions between 125 p.g above, and 275 peg below the normal level until a steady

return to the initial amount starts after 10 days.

If the same experiments are carried out under detached conditions (fig. 5)

Fig. 3. Protein concentrations in three segments

of leaves, determined at suc-

cessive days after injury. Maximum

concentrations are reached after 3, 5, or 6

days; a minimum appears after 8 days

for all three segments. All values given

as deviations from the protein concen-

tration at t
0 (zero line).

Gasteria
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Gasteria leaves,

which were cut from the plant at their base.

These experiments were done by placing
the detached leaves with the tips removed to

give a wound surface, in small containers,

in which the water level was kept at 0.5 cm.

Fig. 5. Changes of the amount offree fatty
acids in three segments of

Fig. 4. Alterations of free fatty acid concentrations during regeneration after injury, under

in situ conditions.
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the alterations of the fFA concentrations give a somewhat different pattern.

At the wound region (part 2) the first drop and the following upward slope

are much more pronounced than under in situ conditions. The reapproach to

the zero line is completed five days after the second minimum, which appears

at the ninth day. The segment adjacent to the wound region (part 3) shows

a small increase at the first, and a minimumat the second day. The amount of

fFA then oscillates again until an above-normal level is reached at the seventh

day, which remains almost constant throughout the following days. The al-

terations occun ing in the center part (4) are characterized by a small decrease to

a just below normal level for the first five days, followed by a vast increase at

the seventh day, and a fast downward slope during successive determinations.

The differentrecovery patterns obtained under in situ and detachedconditions

can be seen more clearly ifthe oscillations in the individual segments are plotted

separately (fig. 6). The two front segments with the wound area show some

similarities, though the decrease in fFAat the start is much sharper underdetached

Fig. 6. Alterations of free fatty acid con-

centrations under in situ conditions (solid

lines) compared to the deviations obtained

in the experiments done with detached

leaves (broken lines). Segments (2), (3) and

(4) are separately plotted.
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conditions. In the following segments (3) the main dissimilaritiesare given during
the first five days, while a similar pattern is followed thereafter. The most striking

differences, however, are given in the center part (4), which shows similarity only

during the final phase that starts at the ninth day. During the first week, how-

ever, just one peak appears under detached conditions, while the in situ pattern

shows vast oscillations of the amount of fFA present in this region of the leaf.

4. DISCUSSION

From the different recovery patterns with their striking dissimilarities in the

center region we conclude that under detached conditions fatty acid synthesis

starts slowly in the center part of the leaves, apparently just maintaining the

fatty acid concentration on its normal level. The real increase in fatty acid

synthesis, however, is masked by the consumption of fFA that occurs simul-

taneously in the front segments, either by wound respiration during the first

days, or by the synthesis of cutin. Once the fFA concentrationin the front parts

of the leafapproaches the starting level again (around the fifth to seventh day)
the stimulated FA synthesis at the center region becomes visible by the high con-

centrations suddenly appearing in the front parts. Obviously the actual fFA

concentration in the front segments acts as a feedback control, signalling the

suppression of the stimulated FA synthesis in the center region once a sufficient

supply is given at the frontpart. This leads to a return to the normal level within

the center part ofthe leaf.

This kind of a pattern does not appear under in situ conditions. On the con-

trary, the center part shows vast oscillations, while the two front pieces show

at least some similarities with the experiments with the detached leaves. Ob-

viously the in situ FA synthesis is accompanied by a second event, the provision
of fFA by the other leaves of the intactplant, so that the desired fFA level in the

injured leaf is partly maintained by FA translocation from the entire plant. We

have to conclude then that the experiments with detached leaves reflect the

actual events occurring during the re-synthesis of cutin on the wound surface of

an injured part of the plant more clearly than those under the complex and less

controled in situ conditions.

In both cases the main reaction characteristic for cutin synthesis is the poly-
merization of fatty acids to a three-dimensionalnetwork. The fatty acids ne-

cessary for this reaction must be provided and accumulated by the neighbouring

tissue in sufficient quantities. In order to keep the reaction going, two different

situations can be imagined; (a) The fatty acids are produced in the tissue directly

adjacent to the wound surface where the new layer has to be formed, or (b) FA

synthesis occurs in the unaffected center region of the leaves and the products

are thentransferred to the front region.

The vast oscillations of the fFA concentration within the center part under

in situ conditions already suggest that transfer of fatty acids occurs. To decide

this question underthe less complex detached conditions, we have plotted either

the mean values of the two front segments in comparison to the “production
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and transport region” of the center area, or the front part with the wound sur-

face as the “consumption area” in comparison to the mean values of segment

(3) and (4), which are then both seen as areas of ‘production and transport”

(fig. 7). This comparison shows clearly that the center region represents the

site of production, which is enabled to maintain a steady increase of fFA

within the extended wound region (fig. 7A). Interestingly the synthesis of pro-

tein in the center part precedes the highest activity of FA synthesis, reaching a

maximum that is followed by a sharp decline, the moment that a sufficient level

of FA is reached to maintaina steady increase at the front region. In the near-

front segment (3) the concentration of fatty acids remains constant from this

Fig. 7, Comparison of the alterations of

free fatty acid concentrations (in izg/g dr.

wt.) and protein concentrations (in mg/g

wet wt.) of recovering detached Gasteria

leaves after injury.
a. Mean values of the two front segments

(2 and 3) compared to the “production

site”, the center segment (4) and its

changes in protein concentration.

b. Mean values of segments (4) and (3)

as “production and transport region”

compared together to the true wound

area (2) and its changing protein con-

centration. All values againas deviations

from the starting concentration (zero

line).
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moment on, as seen from fig. 6. This would mean that FA synthesis occurs

mainly in the center part, and that the products are then transported via the

near-front segment (3) to the wound surface at segment (2). At least a part of

the protein synthesized in the center part obviously represents enzyme proteins
which are involved in FA synthesis. This is also in accordance with our results

concerning the activation of FA oxidizing enymes in wounded leaves (FIeinen
& van den Brand 1963): Though the main activation appears at a later time,

lipoxidase activity in the center region increases up to the seventh day after

injury.
With the second approach in which the near-front and the center region are

both seen as the sites of production and transport (fig. 7B) we reach the same

conclusion: The two parts together give lower production values than the center

segment alone (fig. 7A), which confirms that the latter is the main site of syn-

thesis. In the front segment on the other hand, the initial decrease of fatty

acids is accompanied by a protein synthesis, with a maximum that is earlier

(three days) and higher than in the two other segments (see fig. 3). Since no

intense FA synthesis is assumed to occur in this part, the protein produced

cannot be enzyme protein for FA production. The fact that lipoxidase activity

was found to decline in this segment during the first 10 days after injury, con-

trary to the increase occurring in the center region (Meinen & van den Brand

1963), confirms this view. We may assume then that protein production in the

front segment is due to the formationof new, and the recovery of injured cells

of the tissue. This process seems to be finished after four to five days, when the

protein concentration again declines, and the amount of fFA has reached its

normal level. This point also seems to be the starting point of true cutin syn-

thesis, because of the fast decrease of fFA that is obviously different from the

first sharp decline as a result of wound respiration. This second decline may

therefore be attributed to the disappearance of fFA due to the polymerization

process, starting with the formation of bound fatty acids, which are ultimately
linked up to a lipid polymer.

With these assumptions we may distinguish four steps during the re-synthesis

of cutin; The process begins with the consumption of fFA and other substrates

by wound respiration. As a result, the fFA concentration declines within the

entire leaf, most pronounced in the near-wound segment on the second day.
The following step, that lasts for 3-4 days, is characterised by the recovery of

the wound region that goes along with very intense protein synthesis, and a

return to a normal fFA level. Simultaneously the production of enzyme protein
which partakes in FA synthesis is approaching the maximum activity in the

center region, thus providing a steady flow of their FA products to the front

part via the near-wound region. The third stage starts on the fifth day with the

disappearance of fFA from the wound region tissue, due to the polymerization

process leading to cutin formation. Simultaneously FA synthesis in the center

part reaches a maximum, and starts to decline shortly after the production of

enzyme protein decreases. The FA concentration in the near-wound transport

region (segment 3) reaches a constant level at the same time. During the last
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stage the synthesis of cutin continues on a slower rate, while the FA production

returns to a level that is sufficient to maintain a steady supply of fFA to keep

the formationof the new cutin layer by polymerization going.

It should be noticed in this context that the mature cutin layer, which forms

the limitationsof the recovering wound surface, partakes in the formation ofthe

new layer in so far, as the outer edges are partly depolymerized (de Vries

unpublished). This process provides both an extra source of FA units for the

new layer, and a frontier of lower polymerization grade that may serve as a

base and pattern for the new cutin layer.
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